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ABSTRACT 

This research paper is to carry out study on the criminal contempt and its procedure. It is 

designed in such a way to understand what is contempt of law and its different types. It is to get 

knowledge of what particularly is criminal contempt. How criminal contempt vary from civil 

contempt? Contempt takes the form of actions that are seen as damaging to the court's ability to 

administer justice. 

INTRODUCTION 

Any act that disregards or discounts the power and administration of the law or impedes the 

parties or their witnesses during the course of the lawsuit with or prejudice. There are two kinds 

of disregard of the tribunal: criminal disregard and civil disregard. Civil disregard often includes 

someone's inability to comply with a court order. Judges apply civil contempt sanctions to 

pressure such a individual to comply with a court order that the individual has infringed. On the 

other side, criminal accusations of contempt are punitive, meaning that they serve to prevent 

future acts of contempt by punishing the offender regardless of what occurs in the key 

proceedings. In choosing who to hold in contempt and the form of disdain, judges have a great 

deal of discretion. A judge may impose penalties for someone found guilty of contempt of court, 

such as a fine or prison. Often, disdain takes the form of actions that are perceived as harmful to 

the capacity of the court to administer justice
1
. 

Contempt of court is an issue relating to the honest administration of justice and is intended to 

punish any act that harms the dignity and power of the courts. Although the origins of contempt 

legislation are hard to evaluate correctly, there is little doubt that it stems from the common law 

ideal of judicial supremacy and autonomy. 

This law's champions proclaim that it is the judges ' good faith that forms the bedrock on which 

any administration system rests safely. Therefore, any effort to shake the trust of the people in 

the judiciary amounts to striking at the very root of the democracy scheme and is worthy of 

condemnation. 
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Court contempt is the offense of disobedience to a judicial. Being unwilling to judicial officials 

in the courtroom or willfully failing to follow a court order may attract lawsuits against 

Contempt of Court. A judge can impose penalty for someone found guilty of court contempt, 

such as a fine or jail. Any act that disregards or discounts the power and administration of the 

law or impedes the parties or their witnesses during the lawsuit with or prejudice. Words spoken 

or written that obstruct or tend to obstruct the administration of justice by publishing words that 

tend to disregard the administration of justice, to prejudice the fair trial of any cause or matter 

that is the topic of civil or criminal proceedings
2
, or to barricade the cause of justice in any 

manner.  

The Common split court contempt into two classifications-civil and criminal.  

More often than not, his processes are invoked by a party in whose favor, who wishes to see it 

implemented, an order has been created. The word criminal contempt is performed for all other 

contempt, but these are more often than not contempt, which somehow impedes the 

administration of justice in a more general manner, i.e. disrupting court proceedings, or insulting 

a judge. Sometimes it becomes hazy to divide the line between the two types of disdain. 

Civil contempt-deliberate "disobedience to a court's judgement, decree, order, writing or other 

process 

Criminal contempt "—

 publication (whether by words, spoken or written, or by signs, or by visible depictions, or other

wise) of any matter or any other act whatsoever — 

 (i) Scandalizes or diminishes or tends to diminish the power of any tribunal; or (ii) prejudice 

impedes or tends to interfere with the proper conduct of any judicial proceeding; or (iii) interfere 

with or obstructs any judicial proceeding; 

Power of High Court to punish contempt of subordinate courts  

- Every High Court will have and practice a similar locale, forces and authority, as per a similar 

system, in regard of hatred of courts subordinate to and practices in regard of scorn of itself: - 

Provided that no High Court will take comprehension of a disdain asserted to have been 
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submitted in regard of a court subordinate Power of High Court to attempt offenses
3
 submitted or 

guilty parties found outside purview 6 Punishment for disdain of court  

(1) A disdain of court might be rebuffed with basic detainment for a term which may reach out to 

a half year, or with fine which may stretch out to 2,000 rupees, or with both. : Provided the 

charged might be released or the discipline which was granted might be transmitted on statement 

of regret being made by the individual.  

(2) For the situation of any criminal disdain of a subordinate court, the High Court may make a 

move on a reference made to it by the subordinate court or on a movement made by the 

Advocate-General or, in connection to a Union domain, by such Law Officer as the Central 

Government may, by notice in the Official Gazette, determine in this sake.  

CRIMINAL CONTEMPT  

The law of criminal
4
 disdain is there to ensure and keep clean the organization of equity. It might 

be submitted notwithstanding the court (comprehensively words spoken or acts done in or in the 

bounds of a court, which discourage or meddle with the due organization of equity or are 

determined so to do) or outside the court (as a rule terms, words spoken or generally distributed, 

or acts done, outside the court which are envisioned or prone to meddle with or Hinder the due 

organization of equity). Set out underneath are a few instances of direct which may be said to fall 

inside this class –  

(a) direct even with the court, for example, submitting an ambush, offending the court by 

language or way, interfering with the procedures, photography or portrayals of the judge, 

members of the jury, gatherings or witnesses, declining to be sworn or to offer proof or to 

response a legal inquiry as an observer, misconduct by an attendant;  

(b) direct outside the court, for example, disrespect of the court by words composed or verbally 

expressed, distributing words composed or expressed determined to bias the proper way of 

equity, doing any demonstration (previously, during or after the procedures) determined to 

preference the proper way of equity, meddling with beneficiaries or with property collared in 

specific activities, meddling with wards of court, obstructing the administration of procedure or 

swearing off or modifying the procedure of the court, rebellion to an observer summons, going 
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about as a specialist when not qualified. "A few conventional types of criminal scorn even with 

the court have been systematized and are deserving of the suitable courts". Coming up next are a 

few models –  

(a) the High Court or a District Court can rebuff an individual summarily for scorn of court up to 

a limit of two years' detainment  

(I) if an individual defies an observer summons or request to go to court  

(ii) if an individual will not give proof or be sworn when required  

(b) a judges' court may summarily force a sentence of up to$2,000 fine or 2 months' detainment 

on an individual who carries on in an offending way or uses any threatening .  

There are in reality incredible contentions for the maintenance of the synopsis system to rebuff 

disdain notwithstanding the court. The directing judge must have the option to manage a 

disturbance of the procedures rapidly and adequately so the meeting can proceed. The realities 

will once in a while be earnestly in question and the judge who has seen and heard what has 

happened will be in as great a situation as another judge to decide coerce and choose the correct 

punishment. He will additionally be better ready to put the conduct whined of in its appropriate 

setting. The impediment factor should likewise be borne at the top of the priority list. The threat 

of a prompt assent is bound to be successful than that of delayed procedures somewhere else.  

We engage most likely that the ability to manage a disdain submitted in its face is one that a 

court should of need keep on having. There will be instances of lead which should be controlled 

and rebuffed without a moment's delay if the apparatus of equity is to work appropriately. 

Anyway we think about that the interests of equity request that the developing current routine 

with regards to utilizing outline controls just when it involves earnestness and it is basic to act 

quickly, be reflected in enactment
5
. We can't help thinking that for equity to be believed to be 

done, the customary procedure ought to be the standard and the outline method the special case. 

We are likewise of the conclusion that the means perpetually taken by a judge to defend the 

interests of a guilty party when the outline system is summoned ought to be comparatively 

arranged. 
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CONCLUSION 

Contempt of court is prevalent and relates in particular to behavior that disobeys disrespect or 

insults a court's power or dignity. Often, disdain takes the form of actions that are perceived as 

harmful to the capacity of the court to administer justice. Typically, judges have a great deal of 

discretion in choosing who to hold in contempt and the kind of disdain. Those held in contempt 

may include parties to a trial, lawyers, witnesses, jurors, individuals in or around a trial, and the 

court's own officers or employees. There are two kinds of court disregard: criminal disregard and 

civil disregard. 

Civil disregard often includes someone's inability to comply with a court order. Judges use civil 

contempt penalties to put pressure on such a individual to comply with a court order that the 

individual has breached. On the other side, criminal accusations of contempt are punitive, 

meaning that they serve to prevent future acts of contempt by punishing the offender regardless 

of what occurs in the key proceedings. Anyone imprisoned for criminal contempt by deciding to 

comply with the Court can not secure their own release. 

Judges use different variables when choosing whether to clutch someone in civil or criminal cont

empt, including the nature of the precourt proceeding underlying court (criminal or civil) and the 

severity of the behavior of the contemnor. 
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